
Integrated touchscreen control
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OPSES IMPERO brings control of auxiliary fitted 
equipment onto the vehicle’s factory fitted touch 
screen, negating unsightly control panels, switches 
and buttons that would otherwise be fitted on 
the dash.

At its core, IMPERO uses the OPSES VERTO interface 
that allows the driver to seamlessly switch between 
the existing vehicle’s infotainment system and auxiliary 
equipment, using a gesture-based swipe on the 
touch screen.

IMPERO replaces physical buttons with modern 
swipes and taps. Fingertip control is provided centrally 
and ergonomically on the touch screen.

Emergency Services radios, blue lights and sirens, ANPR 
camera systems and other externally fitted equipment are 
accessed through custom virtual screens.

IMPERO reduces the amount of physical integration 
required, improves vehicle and driver safety and ultimately 
provides an increased resale value.

Why IMPERO?

OPSES IMPERO brings control of 
auxiliary equipment on to the vehicle’s 

factory-fitted touchscreen
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FeaturesRadio integration

All too often, emergency services radio and communication systems are retrofitted 
and shoehorned into an increasingly complex vehicle dashboard design. This 
poses a variety of challenges, from the physical space required on the dashboard 
to the cost of defleeting and a negative impact on the end-of-life resale value.

IMPERO solves these challenges by using the existing factory-installed 
touchscreen to integrate external mobile radio equipment in a single, easy to 
operate user interface.

Operational Scenario

Talkgroup lists, contacts and messages are 
critical parts of radio functionality. IMPERO 
draws this information into its friendly interface, 
making it available automatically without  
additional configuration.

Total integration

Radio systems 
controlled seamlessly 

by the vehicle’s 
existing touchscreen

IMPERO integrates PMR, TETRA, or future LTE 
(ESN) radios through their serial and data ports, 
allowing fleet managers to refresh technology in 
existing vehicle fleets.

Voice communication is central to emergency 
services radio operations. IMPERO’s radio interface 
is designed to allow the user to quickly change 
talkgroups without the need to navigate through 
deeply-nested radio menus.

Persistent awareness

Large, clear fonts with striking contrast are easier 
to read in stressful situations. The most important 
functions of the radio can be controlled by natural 
gestures using customisable on-screen positions.

Gesture-based control
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In Car
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Enjoy total awareness of all radio communications 
with our activity feed. Incoming messages, talkgroup 
users and missed calls are all at your fingertips. 
IMPERO minimises distraction by providing easy 
access to incoming information.

Activity monitoring 

Factory fit Installed by 
vehicle integrator
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FeaturesEmergency response

Traditionally, emergency light buttons are mounted on the centre console, 
using hardware switches which are often fitted in less ergonomically 
suitable locations.

Due to limited space on a busy dashboard of a modern vehicle, switches for 
external equipment such as lights and sirens can be less convenient to operate.

IMPERO solves this challenge by creating a virtual emergency light control 
panel on the vehicle’s factory-fitted touchscreen, allowing for full functionality 
and ease of use, whilst ‘decluttering’ the dash.

Operation scenario

IMPERO picks up special incoming text messages 
sent to the car’s radio from the control room, then 
creates an automatic TomTom navigation action 
to route the driver to the location of an incident.

Navigation control
The control room can change the vehicle’s radio 
channel or talkgroup to a special pursuit talkgroup 
remotely, taking the critical radio traffic away from 
normal operations.

Pursuit mode

Instant control 
of emergency 

lighting systems 
and sirens via the 

manufacturer-fitted 
touchscreenLaw enforcement and emergency service 

drivers work under stress. 

IMPERO helps to manage their emergency 
equipment, contributing to a smart and safe 
work environment.
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LIGHTS

ICVD

All emergency light functions are available through 
a customisable interface with macro functions 
allowing multiple lights to be switched on or off at 
the same time. Functions include: 999, ARRIVAL, 
RESET, front and rear blue lights, rear red lights, 
headlight flash, ally lights, front spotlights, internal 
navigation lights and siren-enable.

Blue light control

Every IMPERO system has the full TomTom 
Navigation app included and controlled from 
the vehicles factory-fitted touch screen

Full TomTom 
Navigation Suite

Factory fit Installed by 
vehicle integrator
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Touchscreen integration

Manufacturers’ touchscreens use 
proprietary automotive interfaces and 
protocols specifically-designed to be 
used in vehicle media systems such as 
GMSL (Gigabit Multimedia Serial Link).

The IMPERO platform integrates seamlessly 
with the OPSES VERTO GMSL switch which, 
in normal operation, allows the Infotainment 
System (head unit) to be displayed on the 
touch screen.

Through a simple gesture swipe, VERTO allows 
the infotainment system to the switched over to 
our IMPERO virtual control system.

 
As shown in the schematic, the VERTO switch 
is intended to be fitted behind the dash where 
other electronics are located. 

VERTO uses the same automotive connectors 
as the existing equipment for easy installation 
and includes additional necessary cables in the 
fixing kit.

VERTO touchscreen 
integration

Control Apps

Factory fit Installed by 
vehicle integrator
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OPSES is a provider of intelligently-designed 
solutions for complex constantly-changing 
requirements. Working closely with law enforcement 
and government agencies as well as manufacturers, 
OPSES is uniquely positioned to deliver innovative 
products across a range of theatres and to tackle the 
array of challenges presented by both the physical 
and digital environment.

OPSES specialises in critical infrastructure and law 
enforcement technology harnessing a team of world-
class experts, hand-picked for their experience 
and discretion. Constantly evolving global security 
challenges demand a company that blends in-depth 
knowledge with a passion for emerging technology. 
Staying one step ahead of the formidable security, 
resilience and crisis response challenges in a 
24/7 mass information environment necessitates the very 
best capability.

OPSES has practical operational experience delivering 
professional solutions, where the best comes as 
standard, no matter how difficult the scenario or complex 
the client’s needs. OPSES is independent but enjoys 
strong relationships with leading manufacturers and 
suppliers, enabling us to provide impartial advice on the 
latest technology and supply best of breed products.

OPSES has a proven track record of meeting 
the most challenging of deadlines in the most 
critical environments.

About OPSES
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Future proof
ANPR

Technology

OPSES Custom 
Android App 
Development

360-degree
situational 
awareness
systems

IMPERO 
Integrated 
Taxi Meter 
solutions

TomTom
navigation 
integration

IMPERO and VERTO are constantly being 
enhanced with additional functionality for the 
emergency services as well as the commercial 
vehicle industry.
New ESMCP or LTE radio functionality, ANPR 
and in-car data services are just some of the 
functions that will be integrated in OPSES IMPERO 
to support the need of commerical and emergency 
services drivers. 
IMPERO uses industry standard communication 
protocols to connect to vehicle manufacturers factory 
fitted touch screen systems.
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